Deformation behavior of 5A06 aluminum alloy sheet for rapid gas forming at elevated temperature
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Abstract: The aim of this work is to investigate the deformation behavior of commercial 5A06 aluminum alloy sheet for rapid gas forming at elevated temperature. So-called cup-shaped workpieces were formed under different conditions. The temperatures ranged from 325 °C to 500 °C. The gas pressure was 2.5 MPa and 4.0 MPa, with different duration time from 8 s to 120 s. The profiles, corner radius and thickness distribution of the formed specimens were measured and analyzed. The results show that the formability of the sheet is improved by increasing the testing temperature, duration time and gas pressure. Corner radius changes obviously before the temperature attains to 450 °C or within 30 s, and then trends to the minimum value (about 2.0 mm) gently. Higher forming gas pressure can be used to reduce the duration time at the appropriate temperature ranging from 400 °C to 500 °C. However, the sheet needs enough deformation time to conform final corner filling when the gas pressure is 4.0 MPa. The minimum wall thickness appears at the transition zone between corner and bottom.
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1 Introduction

Along with the expansion of the energy consumption pressure, weight reduction becomes the urgent matter, which can be realized by optimized structural design and usage of light materials, such as aluminum and magnesium alloys. In recent years, the demand for aluminum alloys has increased in response to a growing need for lightweight structural metals, which can be found to gain more and more applications in aerospace and automobile industry [1−3]. However, complex shaped components, particularly those made from light-weight alloy sheet like aluminum and magnesium, are extremely difficult to form by traditional cold forming due to its poor formability at room temperature, which often acts as the main obstacle for the wide application of these materials.

Efforts have been made to improve the formability of these materials by forming at elevated temperature. Loading force decreases and formability increases with forming temperature increasing. The deformation behaviors of many light-weight alloy sheets have been analyzed and reported at elevated temperature [4−8]. Mechanical characteristics of Al5052 and Al6061 sheets were characterized using both tensile and bulge testing methods at temperature levels up to 300 °C [9]. The forming behavior of a commercial sheet of AZ31B magnesium alloy at elevated temperatures is investigated by free bulging test and analyzing the ability of the sheet in filling a closed die by SORGENTE et al [10].

Nowadays, special attention has been paid on the forming of light-weight materials with high strain rate at elevated temperature. The commercial application of high strain rate superplasticity (HSRS) has started to achieve medium or even large volume production, such as quick plastic forming (QPF). General Motors developed the QPF process as a hot (sheet) blow forming technology to enable complex aluminum shapes to be manufactured at automotive volumes of up to 100000 per year, which has been successfully implemented for automotive lift-gates and deck-lids with complex shapes [11,12]. Mass savings of 5.1 kg for front door and 4.7 kg for rear door were obtained in the prototype aluminum doors relative to their steel counterparts by SCHROTH et al [13].
However, the development of a suitable material and the subsequent characterization of this material under the proper conditions are critical to the success of the HSRS technology. Material preparation is much more restrictive: controlled microstructures with very small mean grain size are generally required [14]. The cost of material becomes more important as the production volume increases. Therefore, efforts have been made to investigate the feasibility of forming commercial materials at high strain rate. The newly proposed process was called rapid gas forming (RGF) [15].

The basic idea of this novel process is to heat quickly the metal by hot mold to the appropriate temperature, at which its formability is expected to be the most optimal, hereafter to form by using high hyperbaric gas within several seconds. The provided materials are often used directly without special requirement or treatment on microstructure. Therefore, the deformation behaviors at elevated temperature of these materials at high strain rate are different from those in HSRS process. However, few research works and results have been reported about how to choose the process parameters, such as forming temperature, duration time and gas pressure. In this work, the effect of temperature, duration time and gas pressure on the deformation behavior of 5A06 sheet will be investigated in a set of forming of round cup tests. The profiles, corner radius and thickness distribution will be measured and analyzed to illustrate directly the deformation behavior of sheet under different conditions.

2 Experimental

As mentioned above, the deformation behaviour of sheet for rapid gas forming would be investigated by forming of round cup test at elevated temperatures, therefore, special set-up was designed and manufactured, and experimental procedure was formulated under different conditions.

2.1 Experiment set-up

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of round cup test. Forming of cup-shaped workpiece was adopted to investigate the effect of process parameters on deformation behaviour. The sheet was placed in the dies and sealed by plate compressed in the platform with load of 5 t. The mould was heated by the externally surrounded heating plate. When the mould was heated to a target temperature, it can act as a heat maintainer to conformed fluctuation of temperature during testing, and the temperature was PID controlled. Good result is that the sheet has the same temperature as mould, which reduces the troubles caused by direct measurement on the temperature of sheet used. The inner diameter of the die was 52.0 mm. The height of the cup was 15.0 mm.

![Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of round cup test](image)

2.2 Experiment procedure

As is known that the sheet is formed for QPF at a temperature ranging from about 400 °C to 500 °C within several minutes [12], RGF aims at larger mass production realized for commercial aluminum alloy. Deformation behavior of 5A06 sheet affected by three key process parameters (forming temperature, duration time and gas pressure) would be investigated to provide the foundation of larger mass production by a set of forming of round cup tests. The experimental scheme is given in Table 1. The sheet specimen tested was 100 mm in length, 100 mm in width, and 1.0 mm in thickness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group No.</th>
<th>Temperature/°C</th>
<th>Duration time/s</th>
<th>Pressure/MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>325, 350, 375, 400 425, 450, 475, 500</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>8, 15, 30, 45 60, 90, 120</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>8, 15, 30     2.5, 4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the cup-shaped workpieces obtained under different conditions. Profile, corner radius, and thickness distribution were measured to describe quantitatively the deformation behavior, as shown in Fig. 3.

3.1 Profile and corner radius

Figure 4 shows the profile and corner radius of the cup-shaped workpieces under different temperatures and duration time. The sheet busted freely from 325 °C to 375 °C, while the forming pressure was 2.5 MPa and duration time was 30 s, as shown in Fig. 4(a). With temperature increasing, the sheet started to contact with the bottom of the die firstly and then expanded to the surrounding to realize small corner filling. Smaller
Fig. 2 Cup-shaped workpieces obtained under different conditions: (a) 2.5 MPa, 30 s; (b) 2.5 MPa, 450 °C; (c) 450 °C, 15 s

Fig. 3 Illustration of radius and thickness measuring

corner radius can be achieved with temperature increasing. The smallest corner radius was just about 2.0 mm at 500 °C.

The effect of duration time is given in Fig. 4(b). The similar observation is made for increasing duration time. When the given forming temperature was 450 °C and pressure was 2.5 MPa, about 3.0 mm corner radius can be achieved within 60 s. However, the corner radius did not decrease obviously with the duration time increasing. It can be seen clearly that some duration time is necessary to make sure final corner filling. The sheet needs enough deformation time to fill die cavity perfectly.

In fact, the three process parameters determine mutually the deformation behavior of sheet under RGF process, as shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that corner radius is also very sensitive to the forming pressure, especially with shorter duration time and at relatively lower temperature. It is illustrated from Fig. 5(a) that effect of gas pressure on die cavity filling ability decreases with temperature increasing. At high temperature, like 475 °C or 500 °C, same corner radius can be got while the gas pressure is different. In order to reduce the duration time at appropriate temperatures ranging from about 400 °C to 500 °C, higher forming gas pressure could be used. Similarly, effect of duration time decreases with gas pressure increasing, as shown in Fig. 5(b). When the forming gas pressure was 2.5 MPa and duration time was 30 s, the corner radius was about 6 mm. While the forming gas pressure was 4.0 MPa and duration time was 8 s, the corner radius was just 5 mm. Therefore, sheet can be formed into the die cavity completely within a shorter duration time with a larger gas pressure. However, enough duration time about 30 s is usually needed, especially when formed at relatively low temperature.

3.2 Thickness distribution

Thickness was measured and reported to quantify the effects of the three key process parameters on the deformation behavior of the cup-shape workpieces. Note
that for thickness measurements, the cup-shape workpieces were cut into two halves from the center line, and the thickness of one half was measured using a micrometer attached with conical shape tips at several locations along the radial directions. The results are shown in Fig. 6.

On one hand, the highest thinning occurred at the center region of the workpiece before the sheet has been in touch with die, which is a free bulging process. On the other hand, the minimum wall thickness appeared at the transition zone of the workpiece between radius and bottom after the sheet has been in touch with die. Meanwhile, thickness of the center region is just about right at a value of 0.7 mm because of friction. This conforms that the alloy sheet is bulged freely, and then formed into the die cavity along the radial direction with formability increasing. Finally, the effects of temperature, duration time and pressure are as expected: increasing gas pressure, duration time and temperature leads to increasing thinning in general.
4 Conclusions

1) The formability of the tested 5A06 sheet can be improved by increasing the forming temperature, duration time and gas pressure in general. Corner radius changes obviously at relatively a low temperature (<450 °C) or within a short duration time (<30 s), and then trends to the minimum value (about 2.0 mm) gently.

2) Temperature, duration time and gas pressure mutually determine the deformation behavior of sheet in RGF process. The smallest corner radius is about 2.0 mm. In practice, higher forming gas pressure can be used to reduce the duration time at an appropriate temperature ranging from about 400 °C to 500 °C. However, enough deformation time 15–30 s is required to achieve sound die cavity filling when the gas pressure is 4.0 MPa.

3) The minimum wall thickness appears at the

5A06 铝合金板材热态快速气压胀形的变形形为
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摘 要: 通过热态气压胀形实验测试 5A06 铝合金板材在不同温度、保压时间和气压下的成形性能。测量不同成形条件下(温度: 325~500 °C; 压力 2.5, 4.0 MPa; 保压时间: 8~120 s)圆底杯形件的轮廓、圆角半径和壁厚分布, 分析各因素对板材热态气压胀形行为的影响。结果表明: 温度越高, 压力越大, 保压时间越长, 板材贴靠模具程度越大, 圆底杯形件圆角半径最小仅为 2.0 mm。最小壁厚值出现在圆角与底部过渡区域。在 400~500 °C 温度范围内, 提高气体压力可以缩短保压时间, 实现板材的快速气压成形。
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